ADLB003 - Animation Bundle 3 - Road Manoeuvres
This Bundle contains three sets of animated video clips:
Moving Off & Stopping
Meeting
Overtaking
ADL001 - Animation Download - Moving Off & Stopping
Clip 1: Manoeuvre (01:05) This clip is split into two sections titled Moving
Off and Stopping. The first clip shows the Prepare - Observe – Move
sequence on screen. This allows the instructor to pause and ask the
student what actions they should make within each part. The mirrors
flash green in the Observe sequence and the indicator comes on prior
to the Move. In the Stopping scene the Mirror – Signal – Manoeuvre
routine is highlighted again showing the mirror checks and timing of the
indicator.
Clip 2: Observations (01:22) Again, split into two sections titled Moving
Off and Stopping. The animation is the same as above, without the
routines but with the addition of the observation radar effect. The
Stopping scene also highlights the considerations for a safe, legal and
convenient location as well as stopping a safe distance from the kerb and
other vehicles.
Clip 3: Hazards (01:41) Also split into two sections, Moving Off and
Stopping, this clip shows examples of the typically hazards that occur
when carrying out this manoeuvre. The observation radar effect
highlights, by turning red, when a potential hazard is spotted.

ADL007 - Animation Download - Meeting Traffic
Clip 1: Priority (01:47) This clip is split into three sections,
Holdback position: illustrates and explains the best position
to hold back, Priority #1: parked vehicle on the nearside and
Priority #2: parked vehicle on the offside. In these clips a
combination of radar effects, hazard and text flashes are used
to illustrate a safe and considerate routine.
Clip 2: Hazards (01:27) This clip shows a road with parked
vehicles and entrances on both sides of the road. The
observation radar effect is used here to show the direction
of the ‘L’ car driver’s observations and when hazards are in
view. Hazards flash red when they come into view and text
flashes highlight some of the common errors. A great clip for
coaching and creating discussion.

ADL008 - Animation Download - Overtaking
Clip 1: Manoeuvre (00:31) The clip shows the overtake manoeuvre
carried out on a single lane carriageway.
Clip 2: MPSL & 2 Second Rule (01:27) This clip illustrates the MPSL
holdback routine and the 2 second rule. It shows how to judge a safe
gap and illustrates solid white line markings.
Clip 3: Zone of Vision & MSPSL (00:49) This clip uses the Zone of Vision
radar effect to illustrate the blind area created by travelling too close
behind another vehicle. It then illustrates the MPSL routine and then the
MPSL routine when overtaking.
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